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Abstract

Transversal Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithms estimate filter coefficients
which minimize the accumulated sum of the square of the error residuals termed the
error power. In this paper the sensitivity of this error power to random perturba
tions about the optimum filter coefficients is investigated. Expressions are derived
for the mean and variance of the deviation from the optimum error power. It is
shown that for the prewindowed growing memory RLS algorithm (~=1) the mean
value of the deviation increases linearly with the number of iterations. The variance
of the deviation increases in proportion to the square of the number of iterations.
Expressions are also derived for the variance for correlated signals. These expres
sions show that the variance of the deviation for correlated signals increases com
pared to uncorrelated white signals by a term related to the sum of the square of the
off-diagonal elements of the sample autocorrelation matrix. Expressions are also
derived for the mean and variance of the deviation for the exponentially windowed
RLS algorithm (A < 1). In this case the deviations are bounded and inversly propor
tional to 1-~.
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I. Introduction

The transversal Recursive Least Squares algorithm [1,2,3] has received consid

erable attention as a high performance alternative to the Least Mean Square (LMS)

based adaptive filter [4]. However, a major impedement to the implementation and

realization of systems based on this algorithm has been the unstable behaviour of

the efficient fast transversal RLS algorithms [1,2,3]. Recent efforts have been

directed at predicting the effects of finite precision roundoff errors in RLS algo

rithms. In [5] the error propagation of the RLS algorithm including the fast Kalman

algorithm [6] was studied. It was shown that by using a forgetting factor A <1 the

RLS algorithm is stablized. However, the fast Kalman algorithm (and its variants)

was shown to be inherently unstable for A <1. This is also demonstrated in [12].

A number of efforts have been made towards stablizing the fast RLS algo

rithms, for example, [7,8]. Nevertheless, analysis is always needed to determine the

deviation from the infinite precision performance. In particular, this deviation must

be related to the register sizes used to implement the algorithm. In the course of

such analysis some insight can be gained into the divergence mechanism in these

algorithms.

In [9] and [10] expressions were derived for the mean square roundoff error.

However, the variance of the random fluctuations about the mean square roundoff

error was not determined. Furthermore, the analysis were carried out for white

input signals only.
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In this paper the sensitivity of the RLS algorithm is studied by deriving expres

sions for both the mean deviation from the optimum and the variance about the

mean due to random perturbations in the optimum filter coefficients of RLS algo

rithms. Results are derived for both ~ = 1 and ~ < 1 and for white and correlated

signal.

The method is based on expanding the expression for the accumulated sum of

the squared error, which is minimized by the RLS algorithm, and which is a func

tion of the transversal filter coefficients, about the optimum filter in a Taylor series

using second order terms. The deviation due to random perturbations in the filter

coefficients is found from this expansion and is itself a random quantity. The

method was inspired by the work of [11].

The results show that the mean deviation increases linearly with time for the

prewindowed growing memory (A = 1) RLS algorithm. TI,e variance of this devia

tion increases with the square of tI,e number of iterations. In other words, the sen

sitivity of the RLS algorithm to random perturbations in the filter coefficients

increases with time. Hence, the algorithm may diverge in a finite precision imple

mentation. On the other hand, the mean deviation for the exponentially windowed

RLS algorithm (A < 1 ) is bounded and decreases as 'A is decreased: it is inversely

proportional to I-A. It is shown that the sensitivity of the RLS algorithm increases

for correlated signals such that the variance of the deviation increases by a term

related to the sum of the square of the off-diagonal elements of the sample auto

correlation matrix. This term is of course zero for white signals.
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The RLS Problem

Consider the adaptive filtering problem of estimating the desired response d (n)

by fonning a linear combination of the current and previous input samples x (11).

Define the vector d n which collects all samples of d (11) from time 0 to 11 in a single

M x 1 column vector (M» n )

d , = [d(n), d(n -I), ... , d(O), O, ... ,OlT

Also, define the input vector,

X n = [x(n),x(n-1), ... ,x(O),O, ... ,O]T

Now, define the M xN matrix, XN,n

where

Xn-l = q-l X n = [X (11 -1) X(11-2), ... , x(O), O... O]T

and q-l is unit delay operator.

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

Now consider the weight vector, W N,n' which forms a linear combination of

the current and past input samples to produce an estimation cl(n) of d (11). Then

the error vector is

En = d , - XN,n wN,n

TIle Euclidean length of the vector En is define by

(1.5)

~N(11) = E,; En. (1.6)

which is also termed the error power. It is well known that tile weight vector

which minimizes the Euclidean length of the vector Ell is given by [I],
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(1.7)

TI,e above expression can also be derived by taking the derivative of (1.6) with

respect to WN .n and setting it to zero. Thus, if we consider ~N (11) as a performance

measure, then for RLS algorithms, its first derivative with respect to the weight vee-

tor is zero.

Substituting for W N,n based on (1.7) into (105) we obtain,

En = [1 - XN,n (X~,n XN,n)-l X~,n]dn

Introducing the projection operators,

and,

we can write,

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.10)

(1.11)

In a vector space interpretation, En is the orthogonal projection of tI,e vector d n

onto the sub-space spanned by the columns of XN ,11· The projection operator PN .n

projects d n onto the subspace to form dn the least squares estimation of dn .

(1.12)

II. Fast RLS Algorithms

In the derivation of Fast Recursive Least Squares algorithms, reference [2] intro-

duces transversal filters which operate on the input samples to produce filtered

errors. The forward prediction filter f N ,11 acts on the previous samples .t (11) to pro-

duce the forward prediction of x 11 • Using projection operators, the forward
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prediction error vector is,

1
en = PN,n-l x n (2.1)

The Euclidean length of e n is referred to as the forward residual power. Thus,

OLN(n) = e,Te n = xJ PN,n~l

The filter f N,n is given by

f N,n = xJ XN,n-l (XJ,n-l XN,n-l)-l

Define the filter operator [2],

Then

f u,« = xJ KN,n-l

The backward prediction filter b N,n is defined by

b - x T KN,n - Il-N N,n

and the backward prediction error is

The backward residual power is,

Define the pinning vector, (M x 1),

an = [I, 0, 0, 0.. .O]T

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Then we can project the pinning vector onto the subspace spanned by the columns

of XN , I1 . The associated error vector is,

(2.10)

and its Euclidean length is



'YN (n) = a ,T PN ,/I a /I

The filter associated with the least squares prediction of all is,
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(2.11)

(2.12)

In Table I, the predictions errors, their associated filters and definitions are

summarized.

Table I

Prediction Transversal
Error Residual Transversal Filter

Vector Definition Power Filter Definition

1
do

T 1 d n dJKN,nEn PN , I1 ~N(n)=dnPN,n WN,n

1 _ T 1
f N,I1 x,TKN,n-len PN,I1 - 1 x l1 Ol.N(n) - xnPN,n-l x n

1 T 1
b N,11 X ,T-NKN ,11r lt PN , I1 Xn-N ~N(n) = Xn - N P N ,11 x l1 - N

1 _ T 1
aJKN,n"111 PN,n an "iN (11) - all PN .n alt (N,n

III. Random Perturbations in Transversal Filter Coefficients

We now pose the following question. If we consider the residual powers as

performance measures, then how much deviation results if the optimum transversal

filter coefficients are perturbed by a small random variable?

Consider the case where the weight vector, W N .n is perturbed by the random

vector 8N (11). We are interested in the deviation, Ll~(n), from the optimal residual

power ~N (11) due to these perturbations. The perturbations are zero mean, indepen-

dent random variables. Thus,



8N (n) = [8o(n ) ... 8N -1(11 )]T

E{8 i (11)} = 0
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(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3){
crl = J

E{8 j(n) 8j(n)} = 0 i:l= j

The ideal infinite precision residual power is a function of the weight coefficients

(3.4)

Therefore, consider the general case of a performance measure f 00 which is a func-

tion of the coefficients, c., i =0, N -1. Thus,

(3.5)

(3.7)

Now, if each coefficient c., is perturbed by dc., then the degradation in the perfor-

mance measure, f 00' is

dt (co' cl, · · · CN-l) ~ Nil (.it. kde, 1' (3.6)
i =0 dCi

The above expression is used to estimate the spectral deviation of fixed digital filters

due to the quantization of filter coefficients. In the case of RLS algorithms, the first

derivative of the performance measures ~N (11) with respect to the weight filter coef-

fident, ui; (11), is zero. Hence, the above approach cannot be used. Instead, con-

sider the performance measure J(co,ClI · · · CN -1) where ~ = 0 i =0, · · · N-1.
dCi

Then using second order terms,

1 N -1 N -1 (a2J I 1dJ ~ - L L - j:x, dCidcj
2 ;=0 j=o aC;dCj

Now, the perturbations, de, are zero mean, independent random variables. Hence

dl is also random and its mean value is [11],
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(3.8)

As in [II], before we derive an expression for d] , let us define the random variable

E; to be the square of de; .

(3.9)

Define its mean and variance as,

E{Ei} = E

Thus

(3.10)

Define,

(3.11)

Thus,

(3012)

.ill: N-l N-l

L L
4 i=O j=o

i=l=j

Hence the variance of d] is [11],

.ill: N-l N-l

L L
2 i=O j=o

i*j

(TJI = e
2

4 ~~: (:;i~ Lr+ (E)2 ~~::~; (a::~j Lr (3.13)

i:f=j

IV. Application to Transversal RLS Algorithms

In the RLS algorithm, ~N (n) is the performance measure which is minimized.

Define the deviation from ~N (11) as ~~(11), so that
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(4.1)

where the prime denotes the value due to perturbations, Then since the perturba-

tions are random variables a~(11) is also random. We are interested in deriving the

mean value and variance of this deviation from the performance measure. Based on

(3.10) and (3.13), the deviation a~(n) from the optimum depends on the terms,

and

d2~N (n)

dW;2(11)
i =0, .. .,N-1 (4.2)

dWi(n)dWj(n)
i =O, ... ,N-1 j =O, ... ,N-1 (4.3)

These terms form the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the following matrix.

Now, from (1.5) and (1.6),

(4.4)

~N (n) = E,;En = d J d n - d J XN,n W N,n 

wJ,n XJ,n d , - wJ,n XJ,n XN,n WN,n

Thus,

Define the matrix Q(11),

(4.5)

(4.7)

(4.8)



Q(tt) = X~,n XN,n
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(4.7)

Therefore, the properties of Q(n) determine the sensitivity of the algorithm to per-

turbations in the weight coefficients. In Table II the matrix for eacil filter of the Fast

RLS algorithm is presented.

Table II

Transversal Filter Residual Power Matrix Q (11)

WN,n ~N(n ) X~,n XN,n

f N,n cxN(n) X~,n-l XN,n-l

bN,n ~N(n) X~,n XN , 11

eN," "IN (11 ) X~,11 X N , II

v. Derivation of Results

Prewindowed Growing Memory Algorithm

The matrix Q (n) determines the sensitivity of the algorithm to perturbations in

the filter coefficients. In this section we will attempt to analyze this matrix. Define

where

- 1
R(ll) = -

11

11

~ x (i)x T (i)
i=O

(5.1)

TIlen,

x(n) = [x(n) X(11-1) ... X(11-N+1)]T (5.2)



Q(n)=xl,t1 XN , t1

Now, as n becomes large,

n
= L x (i)x T (i) = I1R(n)

i=O

11

(5.3)

lim R(n) ~ E{x(i)xT(i)} = Rxn ...00

where Rx is the sample autocorrelation matrix. Then,

Q (1t) ~ 11 e;

If x (n) is a white random process,

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

Therefore, from (3.10) the mean deviation from the optimum due to random

perturbations 8N (n) in the weight vector is,

KE = ne Ncr;

In the above expression we have defined,

from which,

and

e2 = E{e?(11 )}

The variance of the deviation is,

(5.7)

(5.8)

If the perturbations are assumed to be zero mean uncorrelated random processes,

then



Exponentially Windowed Algorithm

For the exponentially windowed RLS algorithm,

T it . T
Q(n) = XN,n XN,n = L x. ll -

1 x(i)x (i)
i=O

Hence,

11 . 2 1 - An +1 2
Q(n) ~ L A. 11

-
1 «: I = o; [

i=O 1 - A.

Now for n large, since A. < I,

Q(n ) ~ _1_ (72[
I-A x

This leads to

Lk = JL EO'x
2

':t I-X. .

The variance is,

VI. Deviation for Correlated Signals

For correlated signals, we have for A= 1 from (5.5),

where

12

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(6.1)
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r, (0) r, (1) r, (N -1)

r. (1) rx (0) rx(N -2)

Rx = (6.2)

rx (N -1) rx (0)

and

rx(i) = E{X(l1)X(l1-i)}

In particular

r (0) = a 2x x

Define the scalar function of any square matrix A, g (A) SUCIl that

g(A) = 2:2: ai7
i=l=j

Then from (3.10), (6.1), and (6.4)

L\(11) = l1N€{J.;

From (3.13)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

Comparing (6.6) and (6.7) with the results for white random inputs, (5.7) and (5.8),

we observe that the mean of the deviation does not change for equal power corre-

lated and white signals. However, the variance of the deviation increases for corre-

lated signals. This increase is a function of the square of the off-diagonal element of

the autocorrelation matrix. Thus, as the correlation increases, the performance of

the RLS algorithm degrades compared to white signals.

Since Rx is symmetric we can write (6.7) as
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(6.8)

VII. Interpretation of Results

In order to interprete the results derived so far and to come to some useful con-

elusions we reexamine the expression for the error residual power:

~N(ll) = EJE rr = ld n- XN,n WN,n]T[d n- XN,n wN,n] (7.1)

From this expression it is seen that the RLS algorithm estimates the filter W N ,n at

each iteration such that the error power using this filter acting on all samples up to

time n is minimized. Now if in (7.1) W N ,n is perturbed then as it acts on the input

samples from time 0 to n an error will occur which based on the expression will

accumulate with time. Thus, the error power will grow as n is increased which is

precisely what tile expression for the deviaton (5.9) predicts.

In an infinite precision implementation of the fast RLS algorithm, the algorithm

will compute the residual powers in Table I. The joint process error power ~N (11)

mayor may not be computed in an RLS application but assume that it was. The

point is that in the fast algorithms tile error powers are computed. Now, in a finite

precision implementation of the algorithm at each time step the filter coefficients

will deviate due to roundoff arithmetic from the optimum. Since in essence the algo-

rithm is evaluating the error powers based on Table I and expressions like (7.1),

then as predicted by (5.9) roundoff errors will accumulate and the deviation from

the optimum error power will increase with tile number of iterations.
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For the exponentially windowed RLS algorithm, the effects of perturbations

decay due to the exponential weighting and the deviation becomes bounded as

predicted by (5.13). This is of course the result predicted in [5].

At this point it is instructive to connect the results of this paper to the results in

[9,10] where the roundoff error due to fixed point and floating point implementa

tions of the RLS algorithms were derived. In both cases it was shown that the

mean square roundoff error due to rounding in the updating of the weight vector

increased linearly with the number of iterations for A= 1 and was bounded and

inversely proportional to I-A for A<l . These results, which were confirmed by

simulations, are exactly what is predicted by this paper through a straight forward

approach. It must be emphasized that the results of this paper only indicate how

the deviations depend on the number of iterations and A. They do not predict the

actual mean square roundoff error as in [9,10]. Significantly, however, in [9] and

[10] the variance of the fluctuations about the mean square roundoff error was not

computed. The results of this paper point out that this variance increases with the

square of the number of iterations for A= 1 as shown in (5.8). In [9] simulations are

presented in which the variance of the roundoff error increases as the number of

iterations is increased. This was not commented on in [9] however.

Another important result of this paper is that it shows that the deviation

increases when the input signal is correlated. The case of correlated signals was not

examined in [9] and [10].
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In conclusion, a straight forward approach inspired by [11] was introduced in

this paper to investigate the sensitivity of the transversal RLS algorithm to perturba-

tions in the optimum filter coefficients. Although the results to not predict the devi-

ation from the optimum due to finite precision effects as in [9] and [10] they do sup-

port those results and further extend the general conclusions about the behaviour

of the RLS algorithm to correlated signals.
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